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Physics. - "Oonsiderations on Gt'avitation". By Prof. H.A.LoRENTZ.
§ 1. After all we have learned in the last twenty or thirty yenrs
about the meehanism of electric and mag'netie phenomena, it is natural
to examine in how far it is possible to account for the force of gravitation by ascribing it to a certain state of the aether. A theory
of universal attraction, founded on sueh an assumption, would take
the simplest form if new hypotheses about the aether could be avoided,
i. e. if the two states whieh exist in an eleetric and a magnetic field,
and whose mutual connection is expressed by the weIl known eleetromagnetic equations were found suffieient for the purpose.
If further it be taken for granted that ou1y electrically charged
partieles or ions, are direetly aeted on by the aether, one is led to
the idea that every particle of ponderabIe matter might consist of
two ions with equal opposite charges' - or at least might contain
two sueh ions - and that gravitation might be the result of the
forces experiencE'd by these ions. Now that so many phenomena
have been explained by a theory of ions, this idea seems to be more
admissible than it was ever before.
As to the eleetromagnetie disturbances in the aether whieh migh
possibly be the cause of gravitation, they must at aU events be 01
such a nature, that they are capable of penetrating all ponderabIe
bodies withont appreciably diminishing in intensity. Now, eleetric
vibrations of extremely small wave-length possess this propertyj henee
the question arises what action there would be between two ions
if the aether were traversed in all directions by trains of elect1'ie
waves of small wave-Iength.
The above ideas are not new. Every physieist knows LE SAGE'S
theory in which innumerable small corpuscula are supposed to move
with great veloeities, producing gravitation by their impact against
the coarser particles of ordinary ponderabIe matter. I shall not
here discuss this theory which is not in harmony with modern physical views. But, when it had been found that a pressure against
a body may be prodllced as weU by trains of electrie waves, by raya
of light e. g., as by moving projectiles and when the RÖNTGEN-raya
with their remarkahle penetrating power had been discovered, it
was natural to replaee LE SAGE'S corpuscula by vibratory motions.
Why should there not exist radiations, far more penetrating than
eveu the X'raya, and which might therefore serve to account for a
force which as fo,r as we kllOW, is independent of all intervening
pOllderable matter?
I have deemed it worth while to put this idea to the test. In
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what fonows, hefore passing to considerations of a diffE'rent -order
(§ 5), I sha11 explain the reasons for which this theory of rapid
vibrations as a cause of gravitation can not be accE'pted.

§ 2.

Let an ion carrying a charge e, and having a ce,!'tain
mass, be situated at the point P (.T, y, z); it may be subject or not
to an elastic force, proportional to the displacement and driving it
back to P, as soon as it has left this position. Next, let the aether
be traversed by electromagnetic vihrations, the dielectric displacement
being denoted by b, and the magnetic force by ~, then the ion will
be aded on by a force
4 re V2 eb,

whose direction changes continually, and whose components are

In these formulae V means the velo city of light.
By the action of the force (1) the ion will be made to vibrate
about its original position P, the displacement (x, y, z) being determined by weIl known differential equations.
For the sake of simplicity we sha11 contine ourselves to simple
harmonic vibrations with frequency n. All our formulae will then contain tbe factor cos nt or ~in nt, and the forced vibrations of the ion
may hc represented by expressions of the form
x

=

y

= a e by -

a e bx -

z = a e bz -

b e bx ,

b e by

,

. • .

• .

• (2)

b e bz ,

with certain constant coefficients a and b. The terms with bx , by
and bz have been introduced in order to indicate that the phase of
the forced vibratioll differs from that of the force (X, Y, Z); this
will be thc case as soon as thero is a resistance, proportional to
the velocity, and thc coefficient b may then be shown to be positive.
One cause of a resistancl' li('s in the reaction of the aether, calleel
forth by thc racliation of which the vibrating ion itself becomes the
eentre, n. reaction which determincs at the same time an apparent
incrense of the mass of the particle. We ahaH supp')se however that
we have kept in view this reaction in establishing the equations of
motion, and in assigning thcir values to the coefficiCllts a anti b.
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Then, in what follows, we need only considt'r the fOl'ces due to the
state of the aether, in so far as it not directly produced by the
ion itself.
Since the formulae (2) contain e as a factor, the coefficients a
and b will be independent of the charge; their sign will be the
same for a negative ion and for a positive one.
Now, as soon as the ion has shifted from its position of equilibrium, new farces come into play. In the first place, the force
4 n V2 eb will have changed a little, because, for the new position,
b will be somewhat different from what it was at the point P.
We may express this by saying that, in addition to the force (1),
there will be a new one with the components

abx + y ay
abx + z ~
abx )
( a;-

4 1r V 2 e x

, etc. • • • (3)

In the second place, in consequence of the velocity of vibration,
there will ho an electromagnetic force with the components
e (j.pz

-

~ .py) I etc.

. • • • • • • (4)

If, as we shall suppose, the displacement of the ion be very smaH,
compared with the wave-length, the farces (3) and (4) are much
smaller than the force (1); since they are periodic - with tho
freqllency 2 n, - they will give rise to new vibrations ofthe particle.
We shaH however omit the consideration of these slight vibrations, and
examine only the mean values of the forees (3) and (4), calcuIated for a
rather long lapse of time, or, what amoullts to the sáme thing, for a fuU
2n
'd - .
peno
n

§ 3. Tt is immediateIy cIear that this mean force will be 0 if the
ion is alone in a field in which the propagation of waves takes
place equally in all directions. It will be othel'wise, as soon as a
second ion Q has been pIaced in the neighbourhood of P; then,
in eonsequence of the vibrations emitted by Q aftel' it has been itself
put in motion, thel'e may be a force on P, of course in the direction
of the line Q P. In computing the vaIue of this force, one finds
a great number of terms, which dep end in different ways on the
distance r. We shall retain those which are invrrsely proportional
to rOl' 1'2, but we shaH negleet all terms val'ying inversely as the
higher powers of r; indeed, the influence of these, compared with
that of the filst mentioned terms will be of the order
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wave-length, and we shall suppose this to be a very small fractlon.
We shall also omit all terms containing such factors as
'I'

•

'I'

cos 2 n k), or s'tn 2 n k1" (k a moderate number). These reverse
their signs by a very small change in 1'; they will therefore disappear
from the resultant force, as soon as,- instead of single particles P
and Q, we co me to consider systems of particles with dimensions
many times greater than the wave-Iength.
From what has been said, we may -deduce in the first place that,
in applying the ahove formulae to the ion P, it is sufficient, to take
for band -9 the vectors that would t'xist if P were removed from
the field. In each of these vectors two parts are to be distinguished.
We sha]] denote by bl and -91 the parts existing independently of
Q, and by b2 and ,P2 the parts due to the vibrations of this ion.
Let Q be taken as origin of coordinates, Q P as axis of-x, and
let us begin with the terms in (2) having the coefficient a.
To these corresponds a force on P, whose first component is
obx

4 n V2 e2 a ( ilx OX

Oh)
.
.
+ by obx
oy + bz oz + e2 a (b y -9z . .: . . bz .py)

• • (5)

Since we have only to deal with the mean values for a fuU
period, we may write for the last term
- e2 a (b y

.6z - bz.~y),

and if, in this expres sion , J.?y and J.?z be replaced by
4n V2

(Obz _ Obx ) and 4 nV2 (Obx _ ~),

ox

oz

oy

o.c

(5) becomes
2 n V2 e2 a 0(b

2

o.c

),

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(6)

where b is the numerical value of the dielectric displacement.
Now, b2 will consist of three parts, the first being b12 , the second
bl' and the third depending on the combination of bl and b2 •
Evidently, the value of (6), corresponding to the first part, wiJ.l
be O.
As to the second part, it is to be reml1rked that the dielectric
displacement, prorluceu by Q, is a periodic function of the time. At
distant points the amplitude takes the form ..:., whcre c is indepenl'
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c9-

dent of r. The mean value of b2 for a fuIl period is - - and by
2 1'2
differentiating this with regard to x or to 1', we should get 1'3 in the
denominator.
The terms in (6) which correspond to tne part

in b2, may likewise be neglected.

Indeed, if these terms are to
l'

l'

contain no factors such as cos 2 11: k;: or sin 2 n k

T'

there must be

between bI and b 2, either no phase-difference at all, or a difference
whieh is independent of r. 1'his connition can only be fulfilled, if
a system of waves, proceeding in the direction of QP, is combined
with the vibrations excited by Q, in so far as this ion is put in
motion by that system itself. Then, the two vee tors bI and bz wiIl
have a common direction perpendicular to QP, sily that of the axis
of '!I, and they will be of the form
blY

= qeosn (t-; +

81 )

The mean value of bly b2y is
1 ge

~ ~ cos n (El -

E2) ,

and its differential coefficient with regard to IV has 1'2 in the denominator. It ought therefore to be retained, were it not for tbe
extremely small illtensity of thR systems of waves which give rise
to such a result. In fact, by the restriction imposed on them as to
their direction, these waves form no more than a very minute part
of the whole motion.

§ 4. So, it is only the terms in (2), with the coefficiont b,
with which we are concerned. Thc corrcsponding forces are
I

-

4 11:

Vll

ll

obx z Obx)
-a + .Dy -a
y + b -0"
_.

. aDx

e b ( il" .r

and
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If Q we re removed, these forces together would be 0, as has
already been remarked. On th!:' other lland, the force (8\, taken by
itself, wouW then likewise be 0. Indeed, its value is
n2 e2 b (b y .pz

or, by

POYNTING'S

theorem

- bz.f.>y),

n 2 e2 b

~ Sx,

• • • • • • • (9)

if Sx be the flow of energy

in a direction parallel ta the axis Qf a'. Now, it is clear that, in
the absence of Q, any plane must be traversed in the two directiol1s
by equal amounts of energy.
In this way we come to the conclusion that the force (7), in so
far as it depends on the part (bI), is 0, and from this it follows
that the total value of (7) will vanish, beeause the part arising from
the combination of (bI) and (bz), as weil as that which is solely due
to th" vibrations of Q, are 0. As to the first part, this may be
shown by a l'easoning similar to that used at the end of the preceding §. For the second part, the proof is as follows.
The vibrations excited by Q in any point A. of the surrounding
aether are represented by expressions of the farm

where {} depends on the direction of the line QA, and 'I' denotes
the length of this line. H, in differentiating sueh expression'3, we
wish to avoid in the denominator powers of '1', higher than the
first - and this is neeessary, in order that (7) may remain free from
1

powers higher than the second -

- and 19 have to be treated as
'I'

constants. Moreover, the factors {} ~re such, that the/ vibrations are
perpendicular to the line QA. If, now, A eoincides with P, and
QA with the axis of .1', in the expression for bx we shall have
{} = 0, and since this factor is not to be differentiated, all terms in
(7) will vanish.
Thus, the qu€'stion redllces itself to tB) or (9). If, in this last
expression, we take for band .p their real values, modified as they
are by the motion of Q, we may ag'ain write for the force
n2 e2 b
VJ

Sxi

this time, however, we have to undel'shmd hy Sx the flow of
energy as it is in the actual case.
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Now, it is clear that, by our as&umptions, tlH' flow of energy
must be symmetrical all around i hence, if an amount E of energy
tl'averses, in thc outward direction, a spherical surface described
around
as centre with radius r, we shaH have

a

a

and thc force on P will be

It will have the direction of ap prolonged.
In the space surrounding a the state of the aether will be RtationarYi hence, two spherical surfaces enclosing this padicle must
be traversed by equal quantities of energy. The quantity E will bo
independent of r, and the force K inversely proportional to the
square of thc distance.
If the vibrations of
were opposed by no other resistance but
that which results from radiation, the total amount of electro-magnetic energy enclosed by a surface surrounding a would remain
constant; E and K would then both be O. If, on the contrary, in
addition to the just mentioned resistance, there were a resistance of
a different kind, the vibrations of Q would be accompaniod by a
continualloss of electro-magnetie energy i Ie ss energy would leave
thc space within ono of the sphorical surfaces tban would enter
that space. E would be negative, and, since b is positive, there
would be attractioll. It would be independent of tbe signs of the
charges of Pand a.
The circumstance ho wever, that this attraction could on]y exist,
if in some way or other electromagnetic energy were contiuually
disappeal'ing, is so sorious a difficulty, that what has been said canTI ot
be considered as furnishing an explanation of gravitation. Nor is
this the only objection th at can be l'aised. If tbc meehanism of
gravitation consisted in vibrations which r,ross the aether with tbe
velocity of light, the attraction oug ht to be modified by tbe motion
of the celestial bodies to a much larger extellt than astl'onomical
observatiolls make it pos8ible to admit.
§ 5. Though the states of the aether, the existence and the laws
of which have been dedueed from electromagnetic phenomena, are
foum1 insufficient to account for universal attraction, yet one may
tI y to establish a theol'y whieh is not wholly different from that of

a
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eledl'ieity: but has some featUl'es in common with it. Tn order to
obtain 11 theory of this kind, I shall start from an idea that has been
suggested long ago by MOSSOTTI anel has been afterwards acccpted
by WILHELM WEBER and ZÖLLNlm.
According to these physieists, every pal'tielo of ponderabIe matter
cOllsists of two oppositely electr-ified particles. Thus, between two particles of matter, thc1'e will be foUl' electric forees, two attraetions
bet ween the charges of different, and two repulsions between those
of equal signs. MOSSOTTI supposes the attractions to be somcwhat
greater than the rcpulsions, the differenee betwccn the two being
precisely what we call gravitation. It is easily seen th at such a
difference might exist in cases where an action of aspecific eleekic
natUl'e is not exerted.
N ow, if the form of this theory is to be brought into harmony
with the present state of eleetrical seienee, we must regm'd the four
forces of MOSSOTTI as the effect of certain states in the aether which
are called forth by the positive and negative ions.
A positive ion,. as weIl as a negative one, is the centre of a
dielectric displacement, and, in treating of electrical phenomena, these
two displacements are considered as being of the same nature, so
that, if in opposite directions and of equal magnitude, they wholly
destroy each other.
Ir gravitation is to be included in the theory, this view must be
modified. Indeed, if the actions exerted by positive and negative
ions depended on vector-quantities of the same kind, in such a
way that all phellomena in the neighbourhood of a pair of ions
with opposite charges were determined by the resulting vector, th en
electric actions could only be absent, if this resulting vector were
0, but, if such were the case, no other actions could exist; a gravitation, i. e. a force in the absence of an electric field, would be
impossible.
I shall therefore suppose that the two disturbances in the aether,
produced by positive and negative ions, are of a somewhat different
nature, so that, even if they are represented in a diagram by equal
and opposite vectors, the state of the aether is not the natural one.
This corresponds in a sense to MOSSOTTI 's idea that positive and
negative charges differ from each other to a largel' extent, than may
be expressed by the signs
and - .
Aftel' having attributed to each of the two states an independent
and separate existenee, we may assume that, though both able to
act on positive and negative ions, the one has more power over the
positive particles and the othe1' over the llegative ones. This diffe-

+
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rence will lead us to the same rPi:mlt that MOSSOTTI attained by
means of the supposed inequality of the attractive and the repulsive
forces.

§ 6. I shall suppose that each of the two disturbances of the
aether is propagated with the velocity of light, and, taken by itsclf,
obeys the ordinal'y laws of the electromagnetic field. These laws are
cxpressed in tbe simplest form if, besides the dielectric displacement
b, we consider the magnetic force .Ij, both together determining,
as we shall now say, one state of the acther or one field. In accordance with this, I shall intro duce two pairs of vectors, tbe one b, J)
belong'ing to the field tbat is produced by tbe pOf>itivc ions, whcreas
the other pair b', .~' serve to indicate the state of the aether which
is ealled into existenee by the negative ions. I shall write down two
sets of equations, one for b, .~, the other for b', .~', and having the
form which I have used in former papers 1) for the equations of the
electromagnetic field, and which is founded on tbe assumption that
the ions are perfectly permeabie to the aether and that they can be
di'lplaced without dragging the aether aiong with them.
I shall immediately take this general case of moving particles.
Let us furtber suppose the charges to be distl'ibuted with finite
volume-density, and let tbe units in which these are expressed be
chosen in sueh a way that, in a body which exerts DO electrical
actions, the total amount of the positive charges has the same numerical value as that of the negative charges.
Let (I be the density of the positive, and (1' that of thc negative
charges, the fir8t number being positive and the 8econd negative.
Let I) (or U') be the velocity of an ion.
Then thc equations for the state (b, J») are 2)
Div b

=Q

=0
Rot J.? = 4 n Q + 4 n b
Div J)

• • • .

.

(I)

I)

4 n V2 Rot b =

- {i ;

1) LOUENTZ. :ba théOlie éleetlomagnétique da l'vIAÁWELL et son applieation IIUX
corps mouvunts, Arel!. N Jell. XXV, p. 363 j Versuel! einer Theorie der eleetriscl!en
und optisehen Erseheinungen in bewegten Korperll.

J)

D' ,,_ élb x
tV

1,1 -

Cl [JJ

Rot b is

+ élb + ClbCl z
y

Cly

11

z •

Clb z
Cly

vector, whose components are -

- 10 -

Clby
Clz

- - - , ete.
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and those for tho state (b', {>')
Div b' = (/
Div {>' = 0

= 4 n (/u' + 4 n b'
4 n V 2 Rot b' = - .~'.

Rot .p'

• • .

• (H)

In the ordinary theory of electromagnetism, the force acting on a
particIe, moving with velocity u, is
4 n V2 b

+ [u . {>],

por unit charge 1).
In the modified th('ory: we sha11 suppose that a
fied particle with charge e oxpcriencos a forre

po~itively

electri-

(10)

on account of the field (b, {», and a force

on account of the field (b' .p'), the positive coefficients a and (3
ha.ving slightly different va lues.
Far the forces, eXE'rted on a negatively charged partiele I sha11
write
ks

= (3! 4 n V 2 ~ + [ 1)'. S)]} e' • • • • •

(12)

k4

= a! 4 n V2 b' + [u' . {>'] Ie',

(13)

and
• • • .

expressing by these formulae that e is acted on by (b,
same way as e' by (b', .p'), and vice versa.

.P)

i~ the

§ 7. Let us nax t cansid"r the aetians exerted by a pai1' of
oppositely ehargcd ions, placed close to eaeh other, and remaining
80 during their motion. For convenience of mathematical treatment,
we may even reason as if the two charges penetrated each other, 80
that, if they are equal, r/ = - (J.
1) [u. {>] is the vector-product of 1> anel {>.
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On the otlwr hand 1>' =
b' =

I> j

-

hence, by (1) and (Il),

band

{>' = - ,I).

Now let us put in the field, prodm'cd oy the pair of ions, a
similar pair with charges e and e' = - e, and moving with the
common velocity 1,). Then, by (10)-(13),

1'he total force on the positive partiele will be

and that on the negative ion

These forces being equal and having the same direction, there is
no force ten ding to separate the two ions, as would be the case in
an electric field. Nevertbeless, the pair is acted on by a resultant
force

If now (j be somewhat largel' than a, the factor 2

(1- ~ )will

have a certain negative value - 8, anel our result may be expressed
as follows:
If we wish to determinc the action between two ponderabie bodies, we may first consider the forces existing bet ween the positive
ions in the one and the positive ions in the other. We then have
to l'e,,"crse tbe direction of these forces, and to multiply them by the
factor 8. Of course, we are led in tbis way to NEWTON'S law of
gravitation.
The assumption that all pondel'able matter is composed of positive and negative ions is no essential part of tbe above theory. We
might baye confined ourselves to tbe supposition that the state of
the aetber whicb is the cause of gl'Rvitation is propagated in a
similar way as tb at wbich exists in the electromagnetic field.

41
Proceedillgs Royul Acud. A.msterdam. Vol. Il.
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Tnstead of introoucing- two pairs of vectors (bi .p) ano (b', - .p'),
bath of which co me into play in the electromag-netic actions, as
weIl as in the phenomenon of gravitation, we might have assumed
one pair for the electromagnetic field and one for universal attraction.
Fol' these latter vectors, say b, .p, we should then have eslablished
the equations (I), (! being the density of ponderabIe matter, aud
for the force acting on unit mass, we should have put

where

'YJ

is a certain positive cO(lfficient.

§ 8. Every theory of gravitatlOn has to deal with the pl'oblem
of the infl.uence, exerted on this force by tho motion of the heavenly
bodies. The solution is easily deduced from our equations; it takes
the same form as the corresponding solution for the electromagnetic
actions between charged partieles 1).
I shall only treat the case of a body A, revolving around a central body M, this latter having a given constant velocity p. Let
7' be the line MA, taken in the direction from M towards A, x, V, z
the relative coordinates of A with respect to :A-f, ~o the velocity of
A's motion relatively to M, ,9 thE' angle between w aud p, finally
PI' the component of p in the direction of 7'.
Then, besides the attraction
k

• • • • .

• • • .

(14)

wbich would exist if tbe bodies were both at rest, A will be subject to the following actions.
lst. A force
p2

k •- 2 •
2V
In

1
1'2

the direction of 7'.
2nd • A force whose components are

') See the second of the IIbove cited pnpers.
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31d. A force

parallel to the velocity p.
4 th • A force

in the direction of ~..
Of these, (15) and (16) depend only on the cornmon velocity p,
(17) and (18) all the contrary, on pand w conjointly.
Tt is further to be remarked that the additional forces (15)-(18)
are all of the second order with respect to the small quantities

p

-

V

w
and -

11

,

V

In sa far, the law expressed by thc above formulae pl'esents a
certain ana10gy with the laws p1'oposed by WEBER, RIEMANN and
CLAUSlUS for the electromagnetic actions, and applied by same astronomers to the motiolls of the planets. Like the formulae of CLAusruS,
our equations contaÏIl the absolute veloeities, i. e. the veloeities, 1'e1a'
tively to the aether.
There is no doubt but that, in the present state of science, if we
wish to try for gravitation a similar law as for electromagnetic forces,
the law contctined in (15)-(18) is to be preferred to the three other
just mentioned laws.
§ 9. The forces (15)-(18) will give rise to small inequalities in the
elements of a planetary orbit; in computing these, we have to take
for p the velocity of the Sun's motion through space. I have calculated the seculal' variations, using the formulae communicatec1 by
TrssERAND in his Mécaniquc céleste.
Let a be the mean distance to the sun,

e the eccentriei tY1
rp the inclination to the ec1iptic,

o thc

longitude of the ascending node,

6) tho longitude of perihelion,
x' the mean anoma1y at tim(' t

- 14 -
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be the mean motion, as detorminod by a, the mean anomaly ani me
t is given by
\
t

,,' +Jndt.
o

Further, let Ä, ft and v be the directio:1-cosines of th() velocity
p with respect to: pt. the radius vector of the perihelion, 2nd • a
direction which is got by giving to that radius vector a rotation of
90 in the dircctioll of thc p1a.nct's rcvolution, Brd. thc normal to the
plane, of thc orbit, drawn towarc1s the side whence the planet is
seon to revolvc in the same tlircction as the hands of a watdl. 0

,

Put CiJ

= CiJ_ -

p

0 ,-

=

V

~

u

na

anel -

V

= u' (n a

~.

cirenlar orbit of m(lins a).
Thrll I finc1 for the variations dlt1'ing one

b. e = 211: V (l-e 2)!;' ft

02 (2-/)2) -e32 V(l-e

Ul

.

the velocIty in

Il,

1'el~ol1ftion

2
) _

À 00' 1 -

~~l-e~~

2JX
(
1- V ( 1-e!!)
(
b.rp=----" 1,)[-i.(~2CoslV+O(eO'-ft(~)sillliJ]
Q
+fl(~2SillCiJ
I-/(I-e--) I
,
e~
I

=-

b. 0

211:

.

v(l-e 2)smrp

I À (~z ,m) (,1 +(~( e (~
i"
(. ,

l' )

I

- ft (~) cos CiJ]

l-V' (I-eZ)

------+
e2

+ fl 0

2

b.

I

%

=

(1"
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§ 10. I have wOJ'ked out the case of the planot Mercury, taking
27û o anel
B4° for the right ascension anrI doclination of the apox
of the Sun's motion. I havo got the fl)llowing rosults: \

+
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!:::. e

=

!:::.cP =
!:::. 0

=

+ 1,38 (Y (Y'
{j2 + 0,28 {j {j'

0,018 {j2
0,95

7,60 {j2 - 4,26 {j {j'

!:::.w = - 0,09 {j2

+ 1,95 {j {j'

!:::.x' = - 6,82 {j2 - 1,93 {j (Y'

Now, {j' = 1,6 X 10-4 and, if we put {j

= 5,3 X 10-

5 ,

= 117 X 10!:::.cP = 51 X 10!:::.o = - 137 X 10!:::. W = ,162 X 10!:::.x' = 10

!:::. e

10,

,

10,

10,

wo get

355

X 10-10•

,

The changes that take pla.ce in a centluy are found from these
numbers, if we multiply them by 415, and, if the variations of lP, 0,
ijJ and x' are to be exprcssed in seconds, we have to introduce the
factor 2,06 X 10 5• The result is, that the changes in CP, 0, wand x'
amount to a few seconds, and that in e to 0,000005.
Hence we conclurle that our modification of NEWTON'S law cannot account fol' the observed illequality in the longitude of the
perihelion -- as WEBER'S law can to some exteIl;t do - but that,
if we do not pretend to explain this inequality by an alteration of
the law of attraction, there is nothing against the proposed formulae.
Of course it will be necessary to apply them to other hèavenly ,
, bodies, though it seems scarcely probable that there wiJl be found
any cnse in which the additional terms have an appreciable influence.
The special form of these terms may pel'haps be modified. Yet,
what has been said is sufficient to show that gravitation may be
attributed to actions which are propagated with no g~eater ve]ocity
than that of light.
As is weU known, LAPLACE has been the first to discuss th is'
question of the velocity of propagation of universal attractioll, and
later astronomers have often treated the same problem. Let a body
B be attracted by a body A, moving with the volocity p. Then, if
the action is propagated with a finite velocity V, the influence
which reaches B at time t, will have been emitted by A at an anterior
moment, say t - 7:., Let Al be the position of the acting body at
this moment, Az that at t.ime t. It is an ('asy matter to calculate
the distance bet ween these positions. N ow, if the action at time
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t is calculated, as if A had continued to occupy the position A l'
one is led to an inHuence on the astronomical motions of the order

~ ; if V were equal to tl1e velocity of light, this inHuence would be
much greater than observations permit us to suppose. If, on the contrary,
the terms with ;

are to have admissible values, V ought to be many

millions of times as great as the velocity of light.
From the considerations in this paper, it appears that this con·
clusion can be avoided. Changes of state in the aether, satisfying
equations of the form (I), are propagated with the velocity V; yet,
no quantities of ihe first order ;

or ;. (§ 8), but ollly tcrms

c~n-

2

taining ~~ and ~ appeal' in the results.

This is brought about

by the peculiar way - detcrmined by the equations - in which
moving matter changes the state of the aether j in the above mentioned
case the condition of tbe aether will not be what it would have been,
if the actillg body were at rest in the position Al,
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